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Augmenting Perceived Softness of Haptic Proxy
Objects through Transient Vibration and
Visuo-Haptic Illusion in Virtual Reality
Inrak Choi, Yiwei Zhao, Eric J. Gonzalez, and Sean Follmer
Abstract—In this work, we investigate the effects of active transient vibration and visuo-haptic illusion to augment the perceived
softness of haptic proxy objects. We introduce a system combining active transient vibration at the fingertip with visuo-haptic illusions.
In our hand-held device, a voice coil actuator transmits active transient vibrations to the index fingertip, while a force sensor measures
the force applied on passive proxy objects to create visuo-haptic illusions in virtual reality. We conducted three user studies to
understand both the vibrotactile effect and its combined effect with visuo-haptic illusions. A preliminary study confirmed that active
transient vibrations can intuitively alter the perceived softness of a proxy object. Our first study demonstrated that those same active
transient vibrations can generate different perceptions of softness depending on the material of the proxy object used. In our second
study, we evaluated the combination of active transient vibration and visuo-haptic illusion, and found that both significantly influence
perceived softness, with with the visuo-haptic effect being dominant. Our third study further investigated the vibrotactile effect while
controlling for the visuo-haptic illusion. The combination of these two methods allows users to effectively perceive various levels of
softness when interacting with haptic proxy objects.
Index Terms—Transient Vibration, Visuo-Haptic Illusion, Virtual Reality, Haptics, Softness, Softness Rendering, Softness Perception.
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I NTRODUCTION

S

OFTNESS is one of the main haptic properties we perceive when interacting with objects [1], [2]. However,
softness is a subjective and multisensory impression that
integrates many different sensory cues [1]. The haptic rendering of softness can increase users’ sense of immersion in
virtual reality (VR) as well as aid in object discrimination
and manipulation tasks [3]. Traditional kinesthetic haptic
devices can provide many aspects of realistic haptic feedback for virtual objects [4]; however, these devices require
complex and expensive hardware, and often have a limited
workspace due to externally-grounded mechanical linkages.
To address the issues of cost, complexity, and workspace
restriction of haptic devices, researchers have explored the
use of passive haptic props [5], [6], [7], [8] and brake-based
wearable haptic devices [9]. However, these systems only
provide the user with a haptic representation of an object’s
global geometry, and cannot render different material properties such as softness for different virtual objects. These
low-cost systems are limited to the fixed haptic properties
of the passive proxies and brakes used.
In this paper, we augment the perceived softness of
such low-cost haptic systems using multimodal visuo-haptic
feedback. First, we investigate active transient vibration
as means of augmenting the perceived softness of passive
materials. After Okamura et al. [10] proposed a model of
transient vibration for realistic tapping feedback, Kuchenbecker et al. [11] showed that active transient vibration
could allow soft objects to be perceived as harder when
using traditional kinesthetic haptic devices. Extending this
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concept, we investigate if active transient vibration can also
allow users to perceive rigid passive haptic props as softer.
Active transient vibration has generally been used for
making interactions with traditional kinesthetic haptic devices, which often feel inherently soft due to their limited
bandwidth, seem stiffer; the opposite case – making stiff
objects appear softer – has been less explored. Low-cost
haptic systems such as proxy objects [12] and brakes [9]
generally provide a fixed high stiffness, so users perceive
virtual objects as hard and rigid. For these systems, we need
techniques to make such rigid sensations feel softer, ideally
in a dynamic and programmable way.
Following our investigation of the effect of active transient vibration on the perceived softness of passive haptic props, we combine these vibrotactile cues with visuohaptic illusion. Visuo-haptic illusions are another effective
technique for changing the perceived softness of an object.
Srinivasan et al. [13] and Lecuyer et al. [14] showed that
by changing the visual deformation of a virtual object, users
could experience various stiffnesses through a single passive
spring.
While active transient vibration and visuo-haptic illusion have been thoroughly investigated independently, their
combined effect remains to be fully explored. Investigating
this multimodal haptic effect is especially important for
low-cost haptic devices, because the two techniques can be
easily applied with such devices, potentially enhancing user
experience without significant overhead. Both techniques
are effective and practical for changing perceived softness
without complex mechatronic components. We investigate if
the combined multimodal feedback provides a wider range
of rendered softnesses than the individual techniques alone.
In this paper, we have two main research questions:
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visual and auditory signals also affect softness perception [1]. In this section, we review relevant work on the
augmentation of haptic perception.
2.1 Stiffness Rendering with Kinesthetic Force Feedback

deformed

visuo-haptic
illusion

pressing force
vibration
feedback signal

time

Fig. 1. Using a simple handheld haptic device, the user feels a soft
sensation while tapping on a hard surface (a plastic box). When the
user first contacts the object, the device generates an active transient
vibration. When the user presses down further on the box, the virtual
box is deformed creating a visuo-haptic illusion.

•

•

Can active transient vibration dynamically alter the
perceived softness of haptic proxy objects, including
rigid objects?
Does active transient vibration work in conjunction
with visuo-haptic illusions to increase the range of
perceived softness renderable in VR?

To answer these research questions, we designed a
simple hand-held haptic device composed of a voice coil
actuator and a force sensor. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept
of combining of the two methods, and Fig. 2 shows an
example scenario in VR with rigid haptic proxy objects.
We conducted three user studies. In a preliminary study,
users self-reported open-ended descriptions of how they
perceived haptic proxy objects when active transient vibration was applied on contact. In the first study, users rated
the perceived softness of both compliant and rigid materials when active transient vibration was applied during
exploratory tapping. In the second study, users rated the
perceived softness of a rigid proxy object when various
levels of active transient vibration and visuo-haptic illusion
were combined. In the third study, users conducted pairwise
comparisons between two objects that had identical visuohaptic illusion but different vibrotactile stimuli.
Results show that active transient vibration can generate various levels of perceived softnesses of haptic proxy
objects. Users felt “softer” or “harder” sensations with the
same applied vibration signal depending on the haptic
proxy material. The combination of vibration with visuohaptic illusion increases the range of softness users perceive
in VR. Active transient vibration led to clear distinctions
between the perceived softness of haptic proxies in addition
to the effects of visuo-haptic illusion.

Conventional kinesthetic haptic devices control either position or force to render stiffness [4], [15]. Since the stability
and transparency of their closed loop is highly reliant on
accurate sensing, these devices require high-quality position
or force sensors. Due to the high cost of such hardware
components, these devices are typically expensive. However, human stiffness perception relies on both tactile and
kinesthetic channels, and kinesthetic feedback alone does
not allow for precise discrimination of stiffness; previous
research has shown that with kinesthetic feedback alone, the
just-noticeable difference (JND) for stiffness ranges from 8%
to 22% [16]. To generate better softness perception, tactile
feedback is necessary.
2.2

R ELATED W ORK

There are three main haptic cues used in softness discrimination: stiffness (i.e., the ratio between displacement and
force), local deformation of the surface in contact with the
fingertip (i.e., contact area spread rate), and vibrotaction [1].
Although softness is primarily experienced through touch,

Softness Rendering with Tactile Feedback

Tactile cues improve softness discrimination [17]. Researchers have explored various ways to change perceived
softness by applying different tactile stimuli. Bicchi et al.
investigated the effect of contact area spread rate on perceived softness [18]. The researchers showed that changing
the contact area spread rate is 30% more effective than
kinesthetic feedback for softness discrimination. Similarly,
Tan et al. showed that the JND of pressure (found to be
0.06-0.09 N/cm) is related to the perimeter of the fingertip
contact area [19]. Kuchenbecker et al. [11] and Ikeda et
al. [20] integrated high frequency vibration with a kinesthetic haptic device to increase perceived hardness. Quek
et al. used skin stretch feedback on the fingertip as a form
of force substitution in teleoperation [21], and Schorr et al.
developed a fingertip-mounted 3DOF skin stretch device
and showed how it was an intuitive modality for object
manipulaiton [22]; De Tinquy et al. showed similar results
using a 2DOF belt mechanism for the same purpose [23].
Others have developed entirely novel actuators to display
stiffness [24], [25], [26]. Although not investigated on the
fingertip, Visell et al. found that plantar vibrotactile stimulus
during walking could alter subjects’ perception of ground
compliance [27]. Other researchers have used vibration to
improve walking sensations in VR [28].
While many devices have been proposed with different
types of tactile feedback for softness (or hardness) augmentation, with the exception of simple vibrotactile displays,
most are bulky and complex, significantly limiting users’
ability to interact with the physical world (e.g., haptic proxies).
2.3

2

2

Pseudo-Haptic Feedback and Delayed Stimulus

Previous research has found that using a passive isometric
input device with coupled visual distortion can provide
pseudo-haptic feedback [13], [14]. By deforming the visual
representation of virtual objects proportional to the applied
force, users can perceive different stiffnesses. This is an
example of a visuo-haptic illusion where there are conflicts
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Fig. 2. Haptic proxies are useful to provide global shape information at
low cost, but cannot actively change material properties. The combined
effects of active transient vibration and visuo-haptic illusion however
can enable users to, for example, feel both the shape and ripeness of
different virtual avocados.

between visual, proprioceptive and haptic stimuli; vision
often dominates human perception in such events [14], [29].
This illusion can be utilized for richer haptic sensation [30],
[31], [32] and only requires a passive isometric input device
in combination with visual feedback rather than an active
force feedback device. Researchers have also used finger
mounted devices as for passive haptic feedback and applied
pseudo-haptics to render different virtual stiffnesses [33].
Other researchers have investigated the effect of auditory
cues on stiffness perception [34], [35], [36]. Results show that
users perceive objects as more stiff with shorter auditory
feedback.
Visual and haptic delays have significant effects on perceived softness [37], [38], [39]. Previous work has shown
visual delays can result in a decrease of perceived softness,
while haptic delays can result in an increase of perceived
softness [37], [38]. However, visual and haptic delays are
typically unintended consequences of data acquisition and
display latency. These types of delays are difficult to adjust
as they arise from inherent hardware limitations.

3

D ESIGN AND A PPROACH

The prior work described above reveals the many perceptual modalities involved in softness perception, including
tactile, kinesthetic, visual, and auditory stimuli. Similarly,
there are multiple haptic exploratory procedures [40] for
determining softness, including gripping an object, pressing
it against another surface, and tapping it with a finger. To
best isolate the effects of different cues on a single point of
contact, we focus on tapping and pressing.
The cues involved in probing the softness of an object
with a finger are as follows: When first contacting the object,
a transient vibration (1) is generated, resonating through the
object and to the fingertip. This signal depends on the speed
at impact, the material of the object, and the tension of the
finger muscle. As the user presses further, the contact area
of the finger pad (2) changes according to the softness of
the material. Finally, as the user continues to press, lower
stiffness materials will elastically or plastically deform, and
the user’s finger will experience some displacement (3). As
the material deforms elastically, the user will then increasingly feel a restoring force (4). Of these cues, our approach
is intended to provide the user with both transient vibration
(1) as well as visual displacement of the finger (3).
In contrast to much of the aforementioned work in
rendering the stiffness of entirely virtual objects, our goal

3

is to augment the softness perception of physical proxy
objects. Haptic proxies can provide rich haptic cues without complex electromechanical systems [5], [6], [7], [8].
Traditionally, these physical objects must match the virtual
model, and thus cannot be used to render different objects.
However, recent work has explored how to utilize visuohaptic illusions to warp user perception of proxy shape [41],
position [12], and as previously mentioned, stiffness. We
believe there is an opportunity to enhance our interactions
with these passive props by using simple active haptic
devices to augment their characteristics, without sacrificing
much in the way of cost or mobility.
Researchers have investigated how to augment perceived softness of passive materials. Jeon et al. used existing
kinesthetic haptic devices to augment the stiffness of various
passive materials [42], and Hachisu et al. used a handheld stick providing active transient vibration to augment
perceived softness [43]. While these two methods enable
users to interact with passive objects through tool-mediated
gestures, a precision grip and a power grip respectively,
we introduce a handheld device allowing users to interact
with proxy objects through their index fingertip, as this is
one of the natural gestures humans use to explore objects
with bare hands [44]. The device should be compact and
lightweight to preserve the user’s capacity to interact with
physical proxy objects. At a minimum, we require a small
actuator for the rendering of active transient vibration, and
a force sensor to inform the visuo-haptic illusion.

4

I MPLEMENTATION

To provide active transient vibrations to the user, we designed a hand-held, controller-like device that allows users
to tap and explore any physical proxy with their index
finger. The user holds the device using a pointed grasp, with
their index finger resting on an actuator, as shown in Fig. 1.
A rigid contact point directly below the fingertip/actuator
is used to physically contact proxy objects.
Users can use the device to interact with proxy objects
in several ways. First, they can tap or press the physical
object to explore its softness locally. The device generates
an active transient vibration at the fingertip on contact and
senses the user’s pressing force to render a visuo-haptic
illusion in VR. Second, users can also pass their fingertip
(or device contact tip, in this case) over the physical object
to parse the global shape and contour of the object. We can
use visual retargeting techniques introduced by Azmandian
et al. [30] and Zhao et al. [41] to visually render different
virtual shapes over static physical objects. Third, the user
can rub the surface to experience various textures generated
from the device by vibrotactile feedback. However, we focus
in this paper on the first interaction method.
4.1

Handheld Haptic Device Design

Fig.3 (Left) shows the haptic device structure. There are two
main components in the device: a voice coil actuator and a
force sensor. Fig.3 (Right) shows the contact locations of the
index fingertip and physical object. The Young’s modulus
of the fingertip contact surface (red) and device contact tip
(blue) parts is 2.8GPa.
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A voice coil actuator (Tectonic Elements TEAX19C01-9)
is used to provide active transient vibration to the index fingertip for virtual softness rendering. Detailed performance
of this actuator will be described in the following section.
The voice coil actuator is held with a support structure at
the top of the device handle. On the top of the voice coil,
there is a button-shaped structure (shown in red in Fig.3)
which acts as the contact surface between the voice coil and
the user’s fingertip.
A capacitive force sensor (SingleTact S8-10N) is used to
measure (1) the moment of contact, for initiating transient
vibration and (2) the user’s pressing force on a proxy surface
for rendering a visuo-haptic illusion. We sample the force
with a 1kHz sampling rate. The sensor’s range of 10N and
resolution of 0.02N are accurate enough for the measurement of tapping and pressing forces. Although the sensor
resolution was 0.02N, we set a threshold of 0.2N for detecting the contact moment to account for sensor noise, which
we found to have a standard deviation of approximately
0.05N. This sensor is placed between the device handle and
a rigid contact tip (shown in blue in Fig.3).
A TB6612FNG motor driver is used to drive the voice
coil actuator, and a Teensy 3.2 microcontroller (set to 72MHz
clock speed) is used for controlling the device. The motor
driver and microcontroller are located outside the device
and are powered by a single 5V USB. The microcontroller
communicates with a PC over USB serial at 12Mbit/sec.
4.2

Active Transient Vibration

As described by Kuchenbecker et al. [11], the realism of a
tapping interaction can be dramatically improved by superimposing event-based, high-frequency transient vibrations.
In previous work, the active vibration feedback was rendered on top of active kinesthetic force to render virtual
objects; such work showed that the event-based vibration
improved the realism of tapping virtual wood. This means
that by providing high-frequency tactile feedback, we can
improve the rendering of hard surfaces. We investigate a
similar mechanism, but instead look at how providing a
lower-frequency vibrotactile feedback component can make
users perceive a hard physical object as softer.
We use a decaying sinusoidal wave model similar to
[10], [11], [45]: V (t) = A exp(−Bt) sin(2πf t), where A
is the attack magnitude, a function of tapping speed, B
Contacting with the index fingertip.
Voice Coil Actuator
(Tectonic Elements
TEAX19C01-8)

Capacitive Force Sensor
(SingleTact 8mm 10N)

Contacting with a hard surface.

Fig. 3. (Left) The device is comprised of two main components: a voice
coil actuator and a capacitive force sensor. Four retroreflective markers
are attached around the index finger mount for an OptiTrack system.
(Right) The end-effector of the voice coil actuator (Red) is in contact with
the index finger. The rigid tip at the bottom (Blue) transmits the contact
force from the proxy object to the user’s finger.

4

is the decaying rate of the sinusoidal vibration, and f is
the frequency of the sinusoidal vibration. While previous
researchers define A as a function of tapping speed, we
define A as a constant. In previous research with kinesthetic
haptic devices, tapping speed could be calculated more
reliably as the devices used optical encoders or hall effect
sensors for position sensing. These sensors have relatively
low noise with high sampling rates. However, since our
hand-held device is not mechanically linked to ground, we
use a camera-based tracking system (OptiTrack Prime 13).
The tracking system limited our ability to reliably calculate
the tapping speed in real-time, due to the noise and reduced
sampling rate of position data. Although this is not physicsbased, through empirical testing we found a constant magnitude is sufficient for general tapping speeds, given some
constraints. While tapping speeds varied by trial and user,
we experimentally found that the average tapping speed
before contact is 0.19m/s (SD: 0.08m/s).
We chose to render three different “classes” of active
transient vibration, with the goal of rendering a range of
perceived softnesses. Precisely determining the model parameters (i.e., A, B , and f ) would have posed a significant
challenge. Previous research [10], [14], [46] has directly and
indirectly indicated that physics-based parameters do not
necessarily provide more realistic and varied sensations.
Accordingly, the researchers instead used “reality-based”
parameters providing more exaggerated and distinct sensations than the haptic and visual sensations from real
objects. To investigate our hypotheses, we also used realitybased parameters. Through iterative design and our own
experimentation, we empirically found the three constant
values (A, B , and f ) of each transient vibration signal.
First, we chose the frequencies of 30Hz, 90Hz, and 210Hz.
We then selected values for B ; we aimed to choose values
that were not too low because we found that the vibration
begins to feel unrealistic at low decay rates. The chosen B
values were 11, 40, and 65 respectively. Finally, we selected
values for A such that peak voltages reached 5V for each
decaying sinusoidal wave, in order to utilize the full range
of the 5V voltage supply. The chosen A values were 5.47,
5.57, and 5.37 respectively. Ultimately, the frequency and
damping parameters (B and f ) we selected have comparable magnitudes to those in previous work [10], [43]. For each
tapping event, we play each vibration for 200ms. From here
onwards, we will refer to these vibrations classes as “Soft”
(A:5.47, B:11, f:30), “Mid” (A:5.57, B:40, f:90), and “Hard”
(A:5.37, B:65, f:210) vibrations.
Compared to previous work on transient vibration, the
voice coil actuator we use can not only provide normal
force to the index fingertip, but also move the finger with
fairly large displacements. This is because here the user is
directly touching the voice coil end-effector, while previous
researchers used an encapsulated voice coil actuator or a
vibration motor for transient vibration feedback.
To investigate the actual movement and force at the
user’s index fingertip, we characterized the voice coil actuator. The first row of plots in Fig. 4 shows the voltage
inputs for “Soft”, “Mid”, and “Hard” vibrations. The second
row of plots in Fig. 4 shows the displacement of the endeffector (shown in red in Fig. 3) when there is no load, i.e.,
no index finger. To measure the displacements, we first took
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pressing force

V(t)=5.57*exp(-40*t)*sin(2*pi*90*t ) V(t)=5.37*exp(-65*t)*sin(2*pi*210*t )
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Fig. 6. A virtual deformation model for the visuo-haptic illusion.
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behavior when the user taps on a proxy object. The device
transmits kinesthetic force and passive transient vibrations
created by the contact between the device and proxy object
(yellow line). At the same time, the active transient vibration
provides force and displacement to the fingertip (red line).

Time [sec]

Fig. 4. (Top) Three voltage inputs for “Soft”, “Mid”, and “Hard” vibrations.
(Middle) Displacement of the end-effector when there is no load. (Bottom) Force outputs of the end-effector when there pre-loaded with 1N.
This data shows the range of the finger displacement and force output.

Fig. 5. During the tapping motion, the index finger and the rest of the arm
get different vibrations (forces). While the index finger mainly senses the
active transient vibration forces from the voice coil actuator (red line), the
rest of the arm feels the kinesthetic force and tapping vibration created
by the proxy object (yellow line).

videos at 1000fps with a Nikon 1 V1, then used Tracker
5.0, an open-sourced video analysis software. Results show
that all three voltage inputs move the end-effector between
-1mm and 0.5mm. The third-row of plots in Fig. 4 shows
the force outputs of the end-effector. From our own empirical exploration, we found users apply roughly a 1N
force through their index finger when holding the device.
Therefore, to evaluate the force output of the voice coil
actuator on a fingertip, we rigidly coupled the end-effector
to a separate force sensor (TE Connectivity FC2231-00000010-L) and pre-loaded the end-effector with a 1N load.
Measuring at a 1000HZ sampling rate, we then applied the
above-mentioned voltage inputs and found that the voice
coil actuator generates forces between 0.2 N and 2.0N (Fig.
4).
The displacement and force outputs in Fig. 4 show two
extreme cases: 1) the case when there is no load and 2) the
case when there is a very rigid object applying a 1N load.
In real usage, the index finger will move between -1mm
and 0.5mm, and the user will perceive forces ranging from
0.2N to 2.0N; the actual displacement and perceived force
will vary depending on the impedance of the user’s index
finger. Therefore, the displacement and force will change
depending on the length, weight, and passive stiffness of
the index finger, and how rigidly the user holds the device.
Fig. 5 shows a conceptual image of the actual device

4.3

Visuo-Haptic Illusion

Similar to the work by Lecuyer et al. [14], we use a linear
model to deform a virtual object for the visuo-haptic illusion. For a 3D virtual object, we first define its bounding
box as a cube. We assume this cube has sides x, y and z and
a virtual stiffness of K (Fig.6). Here, z is the length along
the axis normal to the ground surface. When a pressing
force, F , is applied to the top surface, a uniform scale change
along this axis, ∆z , is calculated based on the pressing force:
F
and z 0 = z − ∆z , where z 0 is the new cube height.
∆z = K
The virtual object in the Lecuyer’s work is a onedimensional spring; therefore, only one dimension of deformation is applied to the virtual object. In our case, our
virtual objects have three dimensions. Therefore, changing
the scale of only one dimension of the 3D object would
provide a less realistic visual feedback. As shown in Fig.6,
we maintain a constant volume for the bounding box, which
is x0 y 0 z 0 = xyz . We also keep the deformation ratios for
0
0
the other two axes of the cube same, i.e. xx = yy . In our
implementation, this visual illusion is rendered only with
respect to the axis normal to the ground surface. Virtual
objects are not deformed when they are pressed from sides.

4.4

Virtual Environment Design

We implement a simple virtual environment which mimics
the actual environment of our test setup. The VR scene has
a virtual table and virtual cubes with identical dimensions
to a physical table and haptic proxy cubes in the real world.
The virtual objects are designed to be deformable. Based
on the measured force (sampled at 1kHz) and programmed
virtual stiffness, they are deformed to create the visuo-haptic
illusion. The haptic proxy objects are fixed at a known
location in the real world/virtual scene. The user cannot
see the physical proxy objects – only the virtual objects are
shown in the VR headset (Oculus Rift). The Unity game
engine is used for VR rendering and programming, and an
OptiTrack system is used to track the hand position. We
use this tracking system to minimize the position errors
and latency of the system for our psychophysical studies.
However, recent commercial VR systems would also provide sufficient tracking performances at lower cost [47].
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Table 1
The preliminary study results. We categorized each response from
participants into one of four groups. Numbers in parentheses indicate
totals only for the last three out of six responses.
No difference

P RELIMINARY S TUDY : O PEN -E NDED R E SPONSE TO VR I NTERACTIONS WITH H APTIC
P ROXIES AUGMENTED BY T RANSIENT V IBRATIONS

In previous studies on active transient vibration, participants were asked to rate perceived softness [27], rate realism [11], and match material properties with reference [20],
[43], [48]. Such instructions might already have suggested
to participants that active vibration is intended to provide
influence their perception of softness. In this preliminary
study, we wish to confirm if active transient vibration
intuitively changes the perceived softness of rigid haptic
proxies. To answer this question, we asked participants to
freely explore two boxes in a VR environment and freely
respond about if and how the two boxes differ. We used
different active transient vibration stimuli for each box,
while all other conditions were kept the same.
The overall setup for the preliminary study is shown
in Fig.7. Participants wore a head-mounted display while
using the handheld device to touch the proxy objects (hard
wooden boxes). The position and size of each physical box
matched precisely with the virtual box in the virtual scene.
Throughout the study, participants wore ear plugs and noise
canceling headphones playing white noise.
In VR, participants were asked to interact with the two
boxes with their right index finger while holding the haptic
device. The two boxes in VR were visually identical, and
the two haptic proxy objects were also identical. The only
difference between the two boxes was the class of active
transient vibration rendered on contact.
5.1

Task and Procedure

To prevent participants from knowing the purpose of the vibration, we provided minimal information and constraints.
Before the participants wore a VR headset, an examiner
instructed how to hold the handheld device. Participants
then explored the two haptic proxy objects in VR for 75
seconds. During the entire study, participants only looked
at the virtual boxes, and they did not know the shape and
properties of the haptic proxy objects.
There were six combinations for pairing two different vibrations out of four vibration types (“Soft”, “Mid”, “Hard”,
and “No”) so each participant compared two boxes six
times. The order was randomized (balanced latin square).

Just vibration

Participant 2

1 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)

3 (3)
3 (2)

0 (0)
2 (1)

Participant 3

0 (0)
1 (0)

1 (1)
0 (0)

5 (2)
3 (3)

0 (0)
2 (0)

1 (0)
1 (0)

1 (0)

Participant 6

0 (0)

4 (3)
2 (1)

0 (0)
3 (2)

Sum (total 36)

7 (0)

2 (1)

20 (14)

7 (3)

Participant 5

5

Softness

Participant 1

Participant 4

Fig. 7. The preliminary study setup. The VR scene shows a virtual
table and objects with the same dimensions as real objects. Participants
wear an Oculus VR headset and active noise-canceling headphones.
Retroreflective markers are attached on the VR headset for an OptiTrack
system. Wooden blocks were used for the passive objects.

Texture

33 (0)

Table 2
Example statements from participants related to softness.
Participant 1 “The left box [“mid” vibration] felt like it was a big block of
rubber, like a, if I had a big eraser and I was tapping it ... the box on the right
[“hard” vibration] felt like a harder rubber, like a more like, a car tire rubber
than an eraser rubber.”
Participant 2 “The box on the right [“soft” vibration], it had, when I tapped
on it, it had some feedback on it, like reverberation,
like guitar strings almost? Maybe like tapping something hollow.”
Participant 3 “The right one [“no” vibration] felt pretty hard, and the left one
[“soft” vibration] felt pretty bouncy.”
Participant 4 “It [“soft” vibration] almost felt like I was touching something
very elastic rubbery, like gel.”
Participant 5 “The left one [“hard” vibration] was like plastic, and the right
one [“soft” vibration] is still sort of rubbery but more like medium rubbery.”
Participant 6 “The one on the right [“soft” vibration] was softer so when you
push it, it kind of a it feels like you can squish down into the cube ...
the one on the left [“hard” vibration], I would say it’s still a little elasticky,
like if you push into it, it pushes back, but like stiffer kind of rubber.”

In this study there was no visuo-haptic illusion for all
conditions, and participants touched the proxy objects in
any direction with any speed. We did not provide any
restriction for their motions.
After exploring the two boxes, an examiner asked the following questions. “Did you notice any difference between
the two boxes?”. “If you did, how were the two boxes different?”. Participants verbally answered and compared the two
boxes for 60 seconds. The entire process took approximately
30 minutes.
5.2

Participants

We recruited 6 participants (3 female, all right-handed) for
the subjective softness rating evaluation. The average age
was 24.2 (2.6 std.dev). All participants received $10 for their
participation. The study was approved by our institution’s
IRB, and all participants provided informed consent.
5.3

Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the preliminary study results. We categorized each response from participants into one of four
groups. Six participants answered six times each so there
were total 36 responses. All participants mentioned at least
one statement related to softness during the task. In most
responses (20 out of 36), participants compared the two
objects with respect to softness. Table 2 shows some example
statements from participants.
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Participants explored the objects very mildly in early
trials. They tried to explore the objects with rubbing motions
with small pressing force to recognize the shapes and sizes.
All “No difference” responses were answered during the
first three trials. After few trials, participants noticed the
active vibration feedback makes difference only when they
press or tap. In the last three trials of each participant,
participants mostly used tapping motions. 14 out of 18
responses in last three trials were related to softness.
These qualitative results indicate the active transient
vibration intuitively affects perceived softness, and confirm past studies on the effect of transient vibration. Even
though the examiner did not regulate the motions of the
participants and did not provide any information on the
device, participants connected the vibration feedback with
tapping motions and compared the two objects with respect
to softness in a majority of trials.
However, three participants (P1, P4, and P6) verbally
reported that the active vibration feedback did not feel
natural when they touched the objects softly. The tactile
feedback created by the active vibration was larger than
expected given momentum of the user’s hand, because the
vibration intensities were constant regardless of the pressing
velocity. This shows our system setup would work only
if the users tap or press fast. For the following studies,
we asked users to use fast tapping motions to prevent the
unnatural effects of touching gently. We also asked users to
tap only on the top surface of the virtual boxes, as we only
render the visuo-haptic illusion in the vertical dimension.

6

S TUDY 1: P ERCEIVED S OFTNESS OF M ATERI AUGMENTED BY T RANSIENT V IBRATION

ALS

In this first study we further explore how active transient
vibration affects the perceived softness of different haptic
proxy objects. Here we investigate if the active vibrations are
effective in spite of the natural, passive transient vibrations
generated by tapping the handheld device on a proxy object.
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This study also investigates if the effect of active transient
vibrations is dependant on the material of a proxy object.
A soft object (a stack of sponges) and a hard object (a
wooden box) were selected for the proxy objects, as they
were likely to have significantly different stiffnesses and
corresponding natural frequencies. To measure their natural
frequencies, we measured the device’s acceleration in the
direction normal to the ground during tapping of the two
objects. Fig. 8 (Top) shows five sample acceleration magnitudes of the handheld device when a user taps on the two
reference objects, measured with an ADXL377 accelerometer
at a 1300Hz sampling rate. The accelerometer was attached
to the main handle body (the black structure between the
red and blue parts in Fig. 3). These are the transient vibrations naturally created by tapping the handheld device on
the proxy objects (the yellow line in Fig. 5). Fig. 8 (Bottom)
shows the discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) of the vibrations. While the wooden box has a wide vibration frequency
range, the peak magnitude was observed at around 250Hz.
The stack of sponges has a narrower frequency range of
vibration, and the peak magnitude was observed at 10Hz.
Participants subjectively rated their perceived softness of
the two different proxy objects after tapping and pressing on
them while the device displayed one of four active transient
vibrations. Fig. 9 shows the study setup. To investigate
the haptic effects alone, participants were not allowed to
see the objects and wore ear plugs and noise-cancelling
headphones playing white noise. There were four vibration
modes (“Soft”, “Mid”, “Hard”, and “No”) and 2 proxy
object materials (sponge and wood), for a total of 8 different
stimuli.
6.1

200 300 400
Frequency [Hz]

500

600

Fig. 8. (Top) Vibration measurement of the device when tapped on a
wood box and a sponge (measured 5 times). (Bottom) DFTs of the
vibration on each material. Peak accelerations are observed at 250Hz
and 10Hz, respectively.

Participants

We recruited 10 participants (5F, 9 right-handed) for this
study. The participants did not overlap with the participants
in the preliminary study. The average age was 25.9 (4.2
std. dev). All participants received a nominal compensation,
$15, for their participation. The study was approved by our
institution’s IRB, and all participants provided informed
consent.
6.2

40

40

-30

Sponge

50

7

Task and Procedure

Before running the study, an experimenter showed participants how to grasp the device with their dominant hand.
The experimenter also instructed participants to not press
the end-effector too hard in order to feel a reasonable
amplitude of vibration feedback. To encourage thorough
exploration of the presented perceived softness, participants
were required to tap the objects at least three times for
each trial. As participants could not see the location of the
objects, they first found a comfortable location and then the
experimenter placed one of the objects beneath their hand
for each trial. The purpose of the study was not revealed
and participants were not restricted strongly on how they
should interact with the objects; participants tapped and
pressed the objects with various forces and speeds. After
experiencing each stimuli, participants rated the perceived
softness with a score from 1 to 7 (1: softest, 7: hardest).
The sequence of the 8 stimuli were randomized in a block
and there were 12 blocks (total 96 trials). The study took
approximately 30 minutes.
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6.3

Hypotheses

While researchers have investigated the effect of active
transient vibration on softness perception [11], [20], [43],
[48], the effects of active vibration on tool-mediated tapping
(i.e., when a tool mediates interaction between the user’s
fingertip and a physical object) are not well understood.
Previous research [43] has demonstrated the use of active
transient vibration on a passive material, but interaction effects between the type of vibration and type of material were
not studied, as the researchers used only a single material.
Here we investigate the effects of active transient vibration
during tool-mediated tapping on passive materials more
rigorously. We have the following hypotheses:
•

•

6.4

Active transient vibrations affect the perceived softness of passive objects, even though passive transient
vibrations are naturally generated between the object
and device.
The same active transient vibrations can create both
softer and harder sensations depending on proxy
material.
Results

6.4.1 Vibration Changes the Perceived Softness of Passive
Proxy Objects.
Fig.10 shows the Study 1 results. We fit a linear mixed effects
model to the data, with vibration level and material as
fixed effects, participant as a random effect, and perceived
softness as the response variable. An analysis of deviance
(ANODE) via Type II Wald tests revealed significant main
effects of both vibration level (χ2 (3, N=960) = 397.55, p <
0.001) and material (χ2 (1, N=960) = 3354.07, p < 0.001). A
significant interaction effect was also found (χ2 (3, N=960) =
434.32, p < 0.001). The significant main effect of vibration
indicates our first hypothesis is validated.
6.4.2 Vibration Creates Both Softer and Harder Sensations
Depending on Proxy Material.
A post-hoc Tukey test identified significant differences between all pairwise combinations of stimuli (p < 0.001),
except between the “Hard” and “No” vibrations on the
wooden box (p = 0.085). The significant interaction between
the two factors and these post-hoc test results support our
second hypothesis.
6.5

Discussion

The linear mixed effects model and ANODE results show
that both vibration and material independently affect softness perception. The more interesting outcome is that there

is a significant interaction effect between the two factors.
The three vibration signals provided different effects on the
two materials; while the vibrations created harder sensations on the sponge material, they created softer sensations
on the wood material.
How can we explain this? Our results show that the
active transient vibrations significantly change the softness
perception on top of the transient vibrations naturally generated by the collisions between the handheld device and
proxy objects. Prior work has shown there is a tendency
that vibrations of lower frequency and lower damping ratio
are associated with softer objects [49]. In our study, the soft
sponge object generated vibration with a 10Hz main frequency, which was lower than our active transient vibration
frequencies (30, 90, and 210Hz). The hard wooden object
generated vibration with a 250Hz main frequency, which
was higher than the active vibration frequencies.
Then why was generating softer sensations rare in prior
work? Most previous work used the active transient vibration with kinesthetic haptic devices (e.g.., PHANToM) or a
bare fingertip and a proxy object. Such haptic devices have
narrow impedance bandwidth, and the bare fingertip is soft.
Both cases generate lower frequency tapping vibrations than
our system setup; unless the active transient vibration has
a lower frequency than the damped natural frequencies of
the systems while tapping, it would produce a “harder”
sensation. Our device has a hard plastic tip and it naturally
generates high frequency vibration when it is tapped on a
hard surface. Hence, the active vibrations provided “softer”
sensations with the hard passive prop.
Latency is another factor we would like to discuss.
Researchers have found vibration with latency generates
softer sensations [37], [38]. In our implementation we used
a force threshold (0.2N) to detect contact. While there is
no uniform haptic latency because we did not regulate
users’ tapping speed, this may provide a noticeable latency
effect. If participants tap on the two materials with the same
speed, the sponge requires a longer time to reach the force
threshold than the wood due to its lower stiffness. Thus,
the time difference between the actual contact moment and
the moment vibration is actuated (i.e., latency) should be
larger for the sponge than the wood. In accordance with the
7

Perceived Softness Rating

Fig. 9. Study 1 setup. Participants rated perceived softnesses. A stack
of sponges and a wooden box were used for the proxy objects.
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Fig. 10. Study 1 results. The rating for all combinations (4 vibrations ×
2 materials). For each label, the letter before the hyphen indicates the
vibration type (S:“Soft”, M:“Mid”, H=“Hard”, and N=“No”), and the letters
after the hyphen indicates the material type (Sp:Sponge and Wd:Wood).
Error bars show standard error of the mean (SEM).
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known latency effect, the vibration feedback should provide
softer sensations on the sponge than on the wood. However, our results show all active vibrations created harder
sensations on the sponge, while the same vibrations with
shorter latency on the wood created softer sensations. These
results are contrary to the latency effect and would imply
that the interaction effect between vibration and material
type is more dominant in our implementation.
Another interesting finding is the apparent increase in
confusion caused by vibration-material conflicts. Vibrations
that vary significantly from the proxy material’s natural
frequency create larger changes in perceived softness, but
also increased the variance of reported values. For example,
when tapping on wood, participants responded that the
“Soft” vibration generated softer sensations than the “Mid”
vibration (S-Wd vs. M-Wd), but the “Soft” vibration has a
noticeably larger error bar. Thus, users were likely more
confused by multimodal stimuli which were significantly
mismatched.
In summary, active transient vibration made the material
feel softer if the naturally generated vibration frequency was
higher than the active frequency, and harder if the natural
frequency was lower.

7 S TUDY 2: C OMBINED E FFECTS OF T RANSIENT
V IBRATION AND V ISUO -H APTIC I LLUSION
We ran a second study to evaluate how effectively our
system can render different levels of softness by using the
combination of the active transient vibration and visuohaptic illusion methods in VR. Previous research has raised
the effectiveness of multisensory enhancement [50], and
researchers have shown that multimodal stimuli provide
faster response times than unimodal stimuli [51]. Softness is
not just the inverse of stiffness; it is a subjective and multisensory impression [1]. The effects of multimodal stimuli on
perceived softness have accordingly been investigated [11],
[14], [52]. This study explores the individual and combined
effects of active transient vibrations and visuo-haptic illusion; we investigate if the combined stimuli provide a
superadditive, additive, or subadditive effect on perceived
softness.
We presented the participants with different active transient vibrations and visual illusions when interacting with
the same proxy object. We then asked them to rate their
perceived softness. Four vibration modes were used (the
same as those in the first study) and three virtual stiffnesses:
k=200 N/m, k=600N/m, and k=infinite (no illusion). In
total there were 12 different combinations. For the haptic
proxy object, we chose a wooden box because haptic proxy
objects have typically been rigid [5], [6], [41] for a variety of
reasons, including ease of tracking, ease of fabrication, and
robustness to haptic exploration for shape perception.
7.1

Task and Procedure

The setup for Study 2 was the same used in Study 1. At the
beginning of the study, all participants were asked to grasp
the handheld device using their dominant hand and use it
to tap and press the haptic proxy object while looking at its
virtual counterpart through the VR headset.

9

Each trial included a combination of an active transient
vibration mode and a virtual stiffness mode. Participants
were required to tap the haptic proxy object at least three
times, then press or tap again with various forces and
speeds. After each trial, participants rated their perceived
softness of the object with a score from 1 to 7 (1: softest, 7:
hardest). There were 8 blocks of 12 stimuli (4 vibrations × 3
illusions), resulting in 96 trials for each user. The sequence of
combinations was randomly permuted within each group.
Each participant took approximately 30 minutes to complete
the study.
7.2

Participants

We recruited 10 right-handed participants (3F) for the subjective softness rating task. The average age was 25.5 (2.6
std. dev). The participants did not overlap with the participants in previous studies. Each participant received a
nominal compensation of $15. The study’s intent was not
provided. The study was approved by our institution’s IRB,
and all participants provided informed consent.
7.3

Hypotheses

While researchers have investigated the combined effect of
visual and haptic cues for softness perception [13], [53], the
haptic cues used in their studies were kinesthetic forces
rendered simultaneously with the visual cues. In our study
setup, active transient vibration is generated at the start of
contact, while the visuo-haptic illusion occurs in response
to the user pressing on the proxy object. For this study we
have the following hypotheses:
•

•

7.4

Both active transient vibration and visuo-haptic illusion independently contribute to making rigid proxy
objects feel softer.
There is an interaction effect between the two modalities, increasing perceived softness further.
Results

The results are shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 11(a) represents all the
rating results under the different stimuli combinations. Fig.
11(b) and Fig. 11(c) represent the individual effects of the
vibration and illusion averaged across the raw results.
We fit a linear mixed-effects model to the data, with vibration level and virtual stiffness as fixed effects, participant
as a random effect, and perceived softness as the response
variable. An analysis of deviance (ANODE) via Type II Wald
tests revealed significant main effects of both vibration level
(χ2 (3, N=960) = 107.1, p < 0.001) and virtual stiffness (χ2 (2,
N=960) = 1329.3, p < 0.001). No significant interaction effect
was found (χ2 (6, N=960) = 0.95, p = 0.99).
Because there was no significant interaction effect, we
can pairwise compare the effects of vibration level and virtual stiffness separately/independently. A post-hoc Tukey
test identified significant differences between all vibration
levels averaged over virtual stiffness (p < 0.01), except
between the “Mid” and “Hard” vibrations (p = 0.09). A posthoc Tukey test identified significant differences between all
virtual stiffness levels averaged over vibration level (p <
0.001). A post-hoc Tukey test identified significant differences between all individual pairwise combinations of the
12 stimuli (p < 0.05), except those identified in Fig. 11.
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mismatched conditions (k=infinite with “Soft” vibration and
k=200N/m with “No” vibration); however, such significantly mismatched conditions had larger standard errors.
Visuo-haptic illusion alone is effective at changing perceived softness. It is also simple to implement and has a
continuous range of values. However, visuo-haptic illusion
alone might feel unrealistic to some users if we set the
virtual stiffness too low. In real life, objects deform more
locally, and it is harder to visually perceive the deformations
between different objects. Most objects in our life also have
higher stiffnesses than the conditions we chose. In this
context, adding active transient vibration to visuo-haptic
illusion can perhaps simulate softer feeling while keeping
realism.
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Fig. 11. Study 2 results. (a) The rating for all vibration and illusion
combinations (4 vibrations × 3 illusions). For each label, the letter before
the underscore indicates the vibration type (S:”Soft”, M:“Mid”, H=“Hard”,
N=“No”), and the letters after the underscore indicate the illusion type
(200: k=200N/m, 600: k=600N/m, INF: k=infinite ). (b) Average rating for
the individual vibration effect. (c) Average rating for the individual illusion
effect. Error bars show ±1 SEM.
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Discussion

Our results show that both factors had significant effects,
each individually contributing to augmenting perceived
softness. However, there was no significant interaction effect
between vibration and illusion levels. Thus, the multimodal
feedback did not provide a superadditive effect increasing
perceived softness; the visual and haptic cues were integrated in a more linearly additive fashion.
The general trend in Fig. 11(a) shows that our system
successfully renders a large range of perceived softnesses
by combining active transient vibrations and visuo-haptic
illusions. However, in Fig. 11, many pairs of vibrations
within the same visual illusion level did not yield significant
differences. In the pooled post-hoc results, all visual illusion levels yielded significantly different perceived softness
ratings, while one one pair of the vibration levels did not
show a significant difference. Previous results in [54], [55]
also showed this visual dominance in compliance estimation
tasks. Based on the results in [54], we can infer that users’
perceptual variance of the visual illusion is lower than that
of the active transient vibration in the present scenario. In
other words, the visual illusion is likely more reliable to
users as a softness cue, and therefore has a more dominant
effect on perceived softness.
The effect sizes and general trends in Fig. 11(b) and
(c) also demonstrate that the visual illusion was more
dominant than the vibration feedback. This can also be
seen from the differences between the most multimodally

8

S TUDY 3: F ORCED C HOICE TASK A MONG D IF V IBRATIONS W HILE C ONTROLLING F OR
V ISUO -H APTIC I LLUSION
FERENT

The results of Study 2 did not clearly show that active
transient vibration can influence perceived softness within
each level of visuo-haptic illusion (i.e., virtual stiffness).
Specifically, the condition pairs labeled ‘X’ in Fig.11(a) and
the “Mid” and “Hard” vibration groups in Fig.11(b) did
not show statistically significant differences. Furthermore,
these results suggested a dominance of the visual illusion
in combined (active vibration + visual illusion) interactions,
likely due to the higher reliability of vision in the perceptual
integration process [54]. To more clearly identify the effects
of vibration on perceived softness while controlling for the
effect of the visual illusion itself, we designed Study 3.
While Study 1 demonstrated the effectiveness of active
transient vibrations for augmenting the perceived softness
of different proxy object materials, here we investigate if
the three vibration signals still yield distinct perceived softnesses when when presented with the same visuo-haptic
illusion stimulus. In this study we asked participants to
perform a series of two-alternative forced choice (2AFC)
tasks to see the difference between the transient vibration
patterns more objectively and directly. During each 2AFC
task, the visual illusion was regulated to the same level but
the active transient vibration was varied.
8.1

Hypothesis

This study investigates the effect of active transient vibration more rigorously. By regulating the visual illusion to
same levels in the 2AFC tasks, we compare the effects of
each active vibration more clearly.
•

•

8.2

“Soft” vibrations will be perceived as softer than
“Mid” vibrations, and “Hard” vibrations will be perceived as harder than “Mid” vibrations, regardless of
the level of visuo-haptic illusion.
All vibration patterns will result in increased perceived softness compared to no vibration regardless
of the level of visuo-haptic illusion.
Task and Procedure

The setup for Study 3 was identical to that in Studies 1 and 2.
However, for this study we used a 2AFC experiment design
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8.4.1 Vibration Varies Perceived Softness when Controlling
for Visuo-Haptic Illusion
Fig. 12(a) shows the d0 for each condition, averaged across
participants when using “Mid” vibration as the reference.
Results indicate that participants found the “Soft” vibration
significantly softer than “Mid” vibration for virtual stiffness
illusions of k=200N/m and k=600N/m. Participants also
found the ‘Mid” vibration reference significantly softer than

0.4

H_200

Results

The results of Study 3 are shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12(a)
shows the results for trials with “Mid” vibration as the
reference, and Fig. 12(b) shows the results for trials with
“No” vibration as the reference. For each tested condition,
we calculated the sensitivity index, d0 (also shown in Fig.
12), which is useful in the analysis of 2AFC task results [56].
In haptics research, d0 =1 is a criterion to measure JND [57].
To calculate d0 , we assumed there was no response bias from
the participants, as condition order and reference position
were both randomized within each block.

0.6

S_600

8.4

(a)

M_200

To avoid learning effects from previous studies, we recruited
10 new participants for the 2AFC experiment (7M, 3F,
avg. age 26.5±2.8 SD, all right-handed). The purpose of
the study was not known to the participants. The study
was approved by our institution’s IRB and all participants
provided informed consent. All participants received $15 for
their participation.

2
1.5

H_200

Participants

2.5

0.8

S_200

8.3

Reference signal: “Mid” vibration
1

M_200

to test our hypotheses. There were two identical boxes in
the VR scene. Two identical rigid physical boxes matching
the size and position of the virtual boxes were fixed to the
table in front of the user. The task was told to choose the
box that felt softer after tapping, pressing, and observing
both visually and haptically. Participants verbally reported
their choice to the experimenter.
Again, there were two parameters - the active transient
vibration mode and the level of virtual stiffness (visuohaptic illusion). In this study, however, the virtual stiffness
was kept constant for each pair to observe the vibration effect more clearly; therefore, for each trial the two boxes had
the same virtual stiffness. One of the two boxes was used as
a reference which had the reference vibration pattern, and
the other box had the target stimulus vibration pattern. For
trials evaluating Hypothesis 1, we set the “Mid” vibration
as the reference. The “Mid” vibration was compared with
“Soft”, “Mid”, and “Hard” vibrations for each virtual stiffness condition. To evaluate Hypothesis 2, “No” vibration
was set as the reference in some trials. For these trials, only
the “Mid” and “Hard” vibrations were compared with the
reference for each virtual stiffness.
15 conditions (“Soft” vs. “Mid”, “Mid” vs. “Mid”,
“Hard” vs. “Mid”, “Mid” vs. “No” and “Hard” vs. “No”
for three virtual stiffness conditions) were tested for each
block. Each participant experienced 8 blocks, for a total of
120 total trials per participant. The sequence of 15 conditions
in each block was randomized; the location of the reference
and target stimuli were also randomized. The study took
approximately 40 minutes.
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Fig. 12. The ratios in which each condition in Study 3 were reported
”stiffer” than the reference, and their corresponding sensitivity indices
(right), averaged across participants and separated by reference signal:
(a) “Mid” vibration and (b) “No” vibration. For each condition label, the
first portion indicates the vibration type (S:“Soft”, M:“Mid”, H=“Hard”,
and N=“No”), and the second portion indicates the virtual stiffness of
the illusion (200: k=200N/m, 600: k=600N/m, INF: k=infinite). Error bars
indicate ±SEM.

the “Hard” vibration for all virtual stiffness illusion levels.
This supports our first study hypothesis.
8.4.2 Vibration Increases Perceived Softness When No
Visuo-Haptic Illusion is Present
Fig. 12(b) shows the d0 for each condition, averaged across
participants when using “No” vibration as the reference.
There was no significant effect of vibration on perceived
softness when the virtual stiffness illusion was k=200N/m.
When k=600N/m, the “Mid” vibration was perceived significantly softer than “No” vibration. When there was no
illusion (k=INF N/m), both “Mid” and “Hard” vibrations
gave significantly softer sensations than “No” vibration.
However, because all vibration stimuli did not increase
perceived softness in every visuo-haptic illusion case, our
second hypothesis is not supported by these results.
8.5

Discussion

This study required participants to directly compare the
softness of two virtual objects with different active vibrations. The results show that active vibration can significantly
affect a user’s perception of softness under a variety of
tested virtual stiffness illusions (Fig.12(a)).
One interesting and non-obvious finding here is that
when a visuo-haptic illusion was present (i.e., k=200 N/m,
k=600 N/m), users did not significantly discriminate between “Hard” vs “No” vibrations or “Mid” vs “No” vibrations (except when k=600 N/m). We hypothesize that
this is because the significant sensory difference between
experiencing “No” vibration and any active transient vibration makes them difficult to compare (as opposed to say,
comparing two active vibrations of different frequencies).
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Using the perceptual integration model proposed by Ernst
& Banks [54], this reduced reliability of the haptic perceptual
channel in turn increases users’ reliance on visual feedback
to make perceptual judgements as in the 2AFC task. Thus, in
2AFC trials with “No” vibration as a reference but strong visual illusion cues (i.e., k=200 N/M, k=600 N/m), the visual
illusion tends to dominate perception and users perceive
less of a difference in softness (Fig. 12(b)). In contrast, in
2AFC trials where users compared two active vibrations
(Fig. 12(a)), different vibration levels were effective in altering perceived softness regardless of the visual illusion level.
When visuo-haptic illusion was not present (i.e., k=INF),
both “Mid” and “Hard” vibrations were perceived as softer
than “No” vibration (Fig. 12(b)). Given our findings in Study
1 suggesting that the presence of vibration tends to make
rigid objects – such as the box used here – feel softer (see
Fig. 10), we expected this result. As stated in our original
hypothesis, however, we expected the presence of active
vibration to reduce perceived softness in all illusion cases;
in contrast, these results suggest this to be the case only in
interactions lacking a significant visual cues about softness.
One important takeaway of this study is that our results
suggest under identical visual illusions, the inclusion of
“No” vibration is not helpful to users in judgements of the
relative softness of proxies. Our results indicate that it may
instead add perceptual confusion and cause users to ignore
haptic information and rely more heavily on visual cues.

9

L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

We augment indirect contact between the index fingertip
and passive haptic proxies object with a device that senses
a user’s pressing force and generates active transient vibrations on contact. Although the current device is handheld
and comfortable to use, the design needs to be improved
in the future. First, the device does not measure velocity for
rendering active transient vibrations. Previously, researchers
have placed external sensors to measure the velocity of a
handheld device [38], and we would like to integrate a
velocity sensor into our device. Second, because of the large
gap between the index finger and proxy object (due to the
haptic device), the global shape of proxy objects is also
distorted. The main challenge to minimize its size comes
from the actuator selection for the vibrotactile feedback.
There are not many commercially available vibrotactile actuators providing such displacement and force. Novel thinner
actuators, such as bimorph actuators and soft actuators,
need to be developed to make the overall design compact.
It could then be possible to make the entire system lie on a
single finger, and perhaps create a multi-finger version.
The setup could also be improved to increase realism.
Currently users are not in direct contact with the proxy
objects, thus they cannot feel the texture and local curvature.
A better design could be investigated in the future where the
proxy object directly renders vibration and senses force of
the user. One simple solution would be to install the proxy
object on an apparatus that has a force sensor and a voice
coil actuator. In this case, the transient vibration would only
generate harder sensations because the fingertip generates
low frequency vibrations while tapping, as we explained in
the discussion section of the second study.

12

While our exaggerated virtual stiffness values amplified
the visual dominance in Studies 3 and 4, the results clearly
show the two methods are independently effective without
an interaction when combined. This suggests that we can
utilize the active transient vibration feedback to enlarge
perceived softness when the visuo-haptic illusion should
not be exaggerated too much in some circumstances. Future
work should find realistic gains for each cue and investigate
their effect on realism [58]. An interesting contradiction
of the interaction with haptic proxy objects in VR is that
we have to provide unrealistic stimuli to simulate various
sensations. Both visual deformation and active transient
vibration are unrealistic in the sense that the properties of
the actual proxy do not change. An important question then
is how we can create the “least unrealistic” stimuli while
providing these various sensations. Optimizing such gains
for realism should be investigated.
Although we investigated the effect of combining these
two techniques only for augmenting the perceived softness
of rigid passive haptic props, these outcomes may still be
applicable for other existing haptic devices. For example, a
binary brake-based haptic systems [9] or open-loop systems
for rendering shapes [59], [60] are currently limited to rendering one stiffness. The vibration and visual illusion could
enlarge the scope of perceived softness for these types of devices. We would also like to further explore combining our
results with other illusion techniques to improve softness
rendering. For example, adding visual delays and auditory
effects may allow us to more effectively modify perceived
softness. Beyond illusions for augmenting softness, we wish
to better investigate how these techniques can be used with
other illusions in VR to combine changes in shape, position,
and orientation of passive props [12], [30], [41].

10

C ONCLUSION

We investigated the combined effects of active transient vibration and visuo-haptic illusion to augment the perceived
softness of haptic proxy objects, as both methods can be applied easily without complex mechatronic/control systems.
We designed a simple handheld haptic device which can
generate transient vibration actively and measure the force
applied on a proxy object. The preliminary and first studies
showed that the active transient vibration changes the perceived softness of proxy objects. We found that the active
transient vibration can generate softer sensations even while
tapping on a hard surface. The other two studies showed
that the two techniques can be combined in an additive
manner. While visual illusion was more dominant than
active transient vibration for modifying perceived softness,
the active vibration also had a significant effect which can
increase the range of renderable softness on top of the
visual effect. The inclusion of “No” vibration have added
perceptual confusion, and made users rely more on the
visual effect.
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